of task trials we collected further enabled us to measure shorter timescale modulations of FC across the trial. Relative to rest, task engagement induced enhancement of both top-down influences from the DAN to VOC, as well as bidirectional influences between the FEF and IPS. These results suggest that task performance induces enhanced interaction within the DAN and a greater top-down influence on VOC. While resting FC generally showed right hemisphere dominance, task-related enhancement favored the left hemisphere, effectively balancing a resting hemispheric asymmetry, particularly within the DAN. On a shorter (within-trial) timescale, VOC-to-DAN and bidirectional FEF-IPS influences were transiently elevated during the anticipatory period of the trial, evincing phasic modulations related to changing attentional demands. In contrast to these task-specific effects, resting and task-related influence patterns were highly correlated, suggesting a predisposing role for resting organization, which requires minimal tonic and phasic modulations for control of visuospatial attention.
Introduction
The dorsal attention network (DAN), a bilateral system of frontal and parietal regions anchored on the frontal eye fields (FEF) and intraparietal sulci (IPS), has been proposed to facilitate voluntary orienting of visuospatial attention by exerting top-down influence on visual occipital cortex (VOC) (Corbetta and Shulman 2002) . During anticipatory attention, in which an observer utilizes Abstract The voluntary allocation of visuospatial attention depends upon top-down influences from the frontal eye field (FEF) and intraparietal sulcus (IPS)-the core regions of the dorsal attention network (DAN)-to visual occipital cortex (VOC), and has been further associated with within-DAN influences, particularly from the FEF to IPS. However, the degree to which these influences manifest at rest and are then modulated during anticipatory visuospatial attention tasks remains poorly understood. Here, we measured both undirected and directed functional connectivity (UFC, DFC) between the FEF, IPS, and VOC at rest and during an anticipatory visuospatial attention task, using a slow event-related design. Whereas the comparison between rest and task indicated FC modulations that persisted throughout the task duration, the large number Electronic supplementary material The online version of this article (doi:10.1007/s00429-017-1390-6) contains supplementary material, which is available to authorized users. advance information to orient to the location of an impending visual target, this top-down influence is thought to drive stimulus-independent, endogenous visual cortical activity (Kastner et al. 1999; Hopfinger et al. 2000; Silver et al. 2007; Sylvester et al. 2007 ), which in turn likely underlies superior detection upon the target's appearance (Eriksen and Hoffman 1972; Posner 1980; Carrasco 2011) . Evidence supporting this mechanism has come via intracranial microstimulation of DAN regions in monkeys (Moore and Armstrong 2003a; Moore and Fallah 2004) and transcranial magnetic stimulation in humans (Ruff et al. 2006; Capotosto et al. 2009 Capotosto et al. , 2012 Marshall et al. 2015) , as well as without intervention via causal modeling of fMRI-BOLD signal time series from DAN and VOC regions in humans (Bressler et al. 2008; Vossel et al. 2012 ). In addition, several studies have reported that, within the DAN itself, frontoparietal coupling and/or directed influences increase during voluntary visual orienting (Buschman and Miller 2007; Bressler et al. 2008; Ozaki 2011; Vossel et al. 2012) or visuospatial judgment (De Graaf et al. 2009 , 2010 . Altogether, this evidence points to an influence pattern consisting of both elevated frontoparietal interaction and topdown DAN→VOC modulation as crucial for the control of visuospatial attention.
Because prior evidence was derived largely from studies where influences were explicitly induced by stimulation and/or task demands, the extent to which these influences depart from resting organization has remained underexplored. One possibility is that task-related influences supporting top-down attention represent a profound reconfiguration of resting organization, while an alternative is that resting influences provide a framework for those underlying task execution. Favoring the latter, several studies have shown the spontaneous activity of task-related networks to be relevant to both task-related activity (Fox et al. 2006 ) and behavior (He et al. 2007; Fox et al. 2007; Sadaghiani et al. 2010; Baldassarre et al. 2012 Baldassarre et al. , 2014 . Additionally, more recent studies have shown that task engagement largely modulates rather than reconfigures intrinsic organization, resulting in close correspondence of resting and taskrelated connectivity patterns (Cole et al. 2014; Spadone et al. 2015) . However, an outstanding question remains as to whether the modulations underlying top-down attention occur mainly on a long timescale that spans the duration of a task, or whether further modulations occur on a shorter (within-trial) timescale. Because resting organization may indicate the presence of strong intrinsic constraints on taskrelated network interactions, a better understanding of the dynamics of its modulation is paramount for understanding the network basis for top-down attention.
Previously, we showed that top-down DAN→VOC and FEF→IPS influences predominate at the moment directly preceding the appearance of an anticipated visual stimulus during an anticipatory visual attention task (Bressler et al. 2008 ), but did not determine whether and to what extent these influences depart from resting organization or change across the trial. Thus, here we utilized this existing dataset (Sylvester et al. 2007 ) and complemented it with resting data collected subsequently from a separate group of subjects whose resting activity would not reflect any learning effects from task training or performance. To assess the task-related modulation of resting influences occurring both between the DAN and VOC, and within the DAN, we measured directed functional connectivity (DFC) using multivariate vector autoregressive (MVAR) analysis of fMRI-BOLD time series recorded from both groups of subjects. Whereas similarities between task and resting DFC suggested that pre-existing resting influence patterns shape task-related patterns, task-rest differences suggested that resting patterns are reconfigured by anticipatory attention. Furthermore, to assess shorter (within-trial) timescale modulations, we compared DFC patterns from the anticipatory delay period of the trial to those from the rest-like inter-trial interval (ITI). This was made possible by the slow event-related design and the large number of task trials collected, which is critical for accurate MVAR estimation at each trial time point. Finally, because functional connectivity studies have typically employed correlation-based undirected functional connectivity (UFC), we also compared UFC with DFC patterns to judge the relative utility of DFC and UFC measures. Our results suggest that resting influence patterns shape task-induced influences, with subtle reconfiguration of resting organization on both long and short timescales subserving the control of visuospatial attention.
Materials and methods

Participants and task
Six right-handed subjects (three male, three female), aged 26-30, performed a demanding visual spatial attention task as previously described (Sylvester et al. 2007) (Fig. 1) . Each subject in this Task Group performed 500-900 task trials, requiring a large total task performance time (8-12 scanning sessions per subject). An additional twenty-three subjects, aged 22-35 (eight male, fifteen female), were included in the study as a Rest Group. These subjects had no experience in the visual spatial attention task. They were instructed to lie still in the scanner and fixate their gaze on a central crosshair. All subjects had no history of neurological illness, and had normal or corrected-to-normal vision. Informed consent was obtained as per human studies committee guidelines at Washington University School of Medicine.
Task trials began with a 500 ms auditory preparatory cue (the spoken word "left" or "right"), which directed covert attention to one of the two locations at 5° eccentricity in the upper visual hemifield, 45° clockwise or counterclockwise from the vertical meridian hemifield. Right-and left-cued trials were randomly intermixed with equal probability. Trials had target stimulus-onset asynchrony (SOA) of 6.192 (25%), 8.256 (25%), or 10.32 s (50%). To maximize the number of observations (i.e., time points) in the anticipatory, pre-target period, only the longest SOA trials were included in the present study, reflected in Fig. 1 . Targets were 3.5 cycles per degree Gabor patches (0.3° Gaussian envelope SD). Subjects indicated the orientation (left tilt, vertical, right tilt) of the report-cued patch by pressing one of the three buttons. The report cue was either the same as (valid trials, 75%) or opposite to (invalid trials, 25%) the preparatory cue. Only valid trials were included in the present study. Two stimulus parameters-target contrast and difference in orientation between targets-were adjusted based on in-scanner practice sessions: for each subject, minimal values were selected such that they could still achieve approximately 70% correct valid trial performance (range 5-12% and 6-45°, respectively). Mean task performance was 70.6% correct for valid and 61.5% correct for invalid trials (chance = 33.3%), indicating that subjects used the preparatory cue to discriminate the target. Because incorrect trials occurred less frequently, including them in the analysis would have required reducing the number of correct trials to achieve balance across conditions. Therefore, incorrect trials were excluded; only correct trials were used in order to maximize the number of observations used in computing each MVAR model. Both high (50%) and low (5-12%) target contrast trials were used and not distinguished (see Undirected and Directed Functional Connectivity Analyses below for further explanation).
Eye position was monitored to ensure fixation on the crosshair. Eye movements were recorded using an ISCAN (Burlington, MA) ETL-200 system, which consisted of a video camera aimed through the back of the scanner bore and focused on the reflection of subjects' eyes in the mirror attached to the head coil. These recordings were used to confirm eye fixation during the task. Eye movements of one of the five task subjects (author CS) were not monitored.
Data acquisition
BOLD data of both Task and Rest Groups were acquired with a Siemens Allegra 3T scanner using a gradient echo sequence [repetition time (TR) = 2.065 s, echo time = 25 ms, flip angle = 90°, 32 contiguous 4 mm axial slices, 4 × 4 mm in-plane resolution]. BOLD images were motion corrected within and between scanning sessions, corrected for across-slice timing differences, resampled into 3 mm isotropic voxels, and warped into a standardized atlas space (Talairach and Tournoux 1988) .
Fig. 1
Visual spatial attention paradigm. Each trial began with an auditory preparatory cue ("left" or "right") that instructed the subject to attend covertly to a location in the upper visual hemifield, either left or right of the vertical meridian, while maintaining fixation on a central crosshair. Visual stimuli appeared 10.32 s later, with 100 ms duration, at both locations, concurrent with an auditory report cue ("left" or "right"). The subject was required to indicate the orientation of the (target) stimulus at the location indicated by the report cue. To allow evoked activity to return to baseline, a long (16 s) post-target period followed, during which subjects maintained fixation on the central crosshair Subjects in the Task Group were recorded while performing the task in 8-12 scanning sessions, and those in the Rest Group were recorded in a single scanning session (consisting of 6-7 scans). 176 volumes were collected per task scan, and 124 per resting scan.
Region of interest creation
For each subject, BOLD data at each voxel were subjected to a general linear model using in-house software. Constant and linear terms modeled baseline and linear drift, while sine waves modeled low-frequency noise (<0.009 Hz) within each scan.
Two sets of ROIs were created for use in either a withintask analysis on Task Group subjects alone, or a betweengroups analysis comparing Task and Rest Group subjects (see Undirected and Directed Functional Connectivity Analyses below). First, for the analysis within the Task Group, separate δ function regressors coded each time point after the preparatory cue. To generate individual-trial BOLD time series, these modeled responses of the appropriate event type were summed with the residuals from the general linear model (i.e., the remainder after subtracting modeled baseline, linear drift, and low-frequency noise) at each time point. Thus, individual-trial time series consisted of the original signal (including task-evoked responses) minus constant, linear drift, and sine wave terms. Regions Of Interest (ROIs) outside retinotopic cortex were created by voxelwise analysis of variance in each subject over the first six trial time points using the residuals from the general linear model. The ANOVA effects of interest were cue direction, target contrast, validity, performance, and time. An in-house clustering algorithm defined ROIs from the map of the main effect of cue direction. ROIs were 8-mmradius spheres centered on map peaks with z-scores >3; spheres within 12 mm of each other were consolidated into a single ROI. To reduce inter-subject variability, ROIs were retained for subsequent analysis if they were defined in at least 6 of the 12 subject hemispheres. ROIs included the FEF (at the junction of the superior frontal sulcus and the precentral sulcus), anterior IPS (aIPS), and posterior IPS (pIPS). If a subject lacked a particular ROI, the z-score threshold was lowered to 2; if the subject still lacked the ROI, it was excluded from subsequent analysis. As a result, two subjects lacked left hemisphere aIPS and FEF. Importantly, this only affected the ROI set for the within-task analysis (see below). For the purposes of this study, bilateral FEF, aIPS, and pIPS constitute the Dorsal Attention Network (DAN) (aIPS and pIPS were merged into one IPS ROI per hemisphere for the second ROI set, see below).
ROIs inside retinotopic Visual Occipital Cortex (VOC) (V1, V2, V3, V3A, VP, and V4) were derived from a retinotopic mapping procedure in which subjects passively viewed contrast-reversing checkerboard stimuli extending along the horizontal and vertical meridians. Using a contrast of responses to the horizontal and vertical meridians, the boundaries of early retinotopic visual regions were hand drawn on flattened representations of each subject's cortex with the Caret software suite (Van Essen et al. 2001) . The V3A ROI consisted of V3A voxels with responses that varied with the direction of the preparatory cue. In separate localizer scans, subjects passively viewed high-contrast (~50%) Gabor patches that flickered at 4 Hz. In 12 s blocks, a patch randomly appeared at one of the five locations (two target, two mirrored across the horizontal meridian, and one central). Voxels representing each of these locations were localized by t tests. Voxel responses to each noncentral stimulus were significantly larger than to those of its mirror stimulus across the vertical meridian. Responses to the central location were significantly larger than the summed responses to all other locations. Voxel sets making up ventral (V1v, V2v, VP, V3Av) and dorsal (V1d, V2d, V3, and V3Ad) retinotopic areas were formed by the conjunction of voxels having a stimulus preference in the localizer scans and the retinotopic regions corresponding to upper and lower hemifield locations, respectively. Unlike V3A, V4 was not subdivided into upper and lower hemifield retinotopic regions, and thus contained a full representation of both hemifields.
For the analysis between Task and Rest Group subjects, ROIs were created based on leave-one-out averages of the Talairach coordinates of the ROIs that were individually defined in the procedure just described (bilateral V1v/d, V2v/d, VP, V3, V3Av/d, V4, a/pIPS, FEF). For each Task Group subject, a coordinate for each ROI in the DAN and VOC was computed as the average of the coordinates for that ROI from all Task Group subjects excluding the subject in question. Because of their proximity, one coordinate was computed for aIPS and pIPS, thus merging them into one IPS ROI for this analysis. This procedure yielded six unique sets of coordinates, one for each Task Group subject. A sphere of radius 7 mm was centered on each coordinate to yield ROIs that matched the average size across subjects of the individually defined ROIs used in the within-task analysis. Each Task Group subject was assigned the one ROI set (out of six total) that was based on the average of the other five Task Group subjects. The six ROI sets were then assigned randomly and evenly to the Rest Group subjects. Thus, the ROIs for each subject in both groups were not localized on an individual basis, but were based on the averages of five other individual localizations. This eliminated the possibility that differences between Task and Rest Groups could be attributed to a bias from having individually localized ROIs in the Task Group but not the Rest Group. Finally, as a result of this procedure, all subjects had a full set of ROIs for the analysis between Task and Rest Groups. Only in the within-Task Group analysis did two subjects lack L FEF and aIPS, and thus a full set.
BOLD time series preprocessing
Outlier voxels were rejected based on their BOLD amplitude variability-computed either over the time course of each scan separately in the between-groups analysis, or over all correct trials in the within-task analysis-using Tukey's boxplot technique: voxels with temporal or acrosstrial variance greater (lower) than three times the interquartile range above (below) the 3rd (1st) quartile were considered outliers. Voxels with zero amplitude were also rejected. BOLD time series were z-normalized to have zero mean and unit variance. As with outlier rejection, normalization was performed over time for each scan separately in the between-groups analysis or over all correct trials for the within-task analysis.
Undirected and directed functional connectivity analyses
Undirected functional connectivity (UFC) was measured at the voxel-to-voxel level by the zero-lag Pearson productmoment correlation, which was computed using the cor.test function in the R software environment. Bivariate correlations were computed for all voxel pairs in the set of voxels constituted by the DAN and VOC ROIs. For the within-task analysis, correlations were computed across trials, yielding one UFC value for each voxel pair at each time point in the trial. This allowed for analysis of changes in UFC across the two trial periods (pre-target and post-target). It also matched the trial-based method for estimating directed functional connectivity described below. For the betweengroups analysis, correlations were computed across time series: in the Task Group, time series consisted of the pretarget periods of a subject's full set of valid, correct trials concatenated together, while in the Rest Group time series consisted of a subject's concatenated resting-state scans. This yielded one UFC (correlation) value per voxel pair for each subject. Pairwise voxel UFC values were then aggregated into a summary metric to give ROI-to-ROI UFC as described below.
Directed functional connectivity (DFC) was measured at the voxel-to-voxel level using a multivariate autoregressive modeling (MVAR) approach, which is an extension of that developed by (Tang et al. 2012 ). The present approach differs in three important respects. First, whereas previously a separate MVAR model was estimated based on present and past BOLD values from voxels in one ROI pair at a time, here MVAR models incorporated BOLD values from all DAN and VOC ROI voxels simultaneously to achieve maximum conditionalization on latent influence in coefficient estimation. As previously mentioned, model selection was achieved using the Least Absolute Shrinkage Selection Operator, or the LASSO (Tibshirani 1996) , which places a constraint on the ℓ1-norm of the model coefficients from each independent row of the MVAR equation, with the effect of setting most coefficient values in each row to zero. Second, whereas previously LASSO was implemented using Least Angle Regression, or LARS, here it was implemented using the more recently developed glmnet algorithm (Tibshirani et al. 2010) in the R software environment. Third, previously trials were split into two half-sets: one half-set was used to allow the LASSO to select variables for which non-zero coefficients could be estimated, while the other half-set was used to estimate model coefficients and their associated t-statistics for those selected variables alone via Ordinary Least Squares. However, a major drawback of this approach is loss of power due to halving of the observations. Thus, here variable selection and model coefficient estimation were performed simultaneously using the full set of trials with no significant testing. The presence of a non-zero model coefficient b ij indicated DFC from the jth to the ith voxel conditional on all other voxels in the model. Models were fit separately for left-and right-cued trials. The number of trials of each type was balanced within each subject to ensure equal observations for model fitting across the two types. Because by design there were many fewer incorrect than correct trials, incorporating incorrect trials would have required balancing to a much smaller number of observations and would have reduced model estimation accuracy. Therefore, only correct trials were used.
As with UFC, DFC was estimated separately for a within-task analysis on the Task Group alone and a between-groups analysis on both Task and Rest Groups. For the within-task analysis, a trial-based method followed previous studies (Bressler et al. 2008; Tang et al. 2012) in estimating DFC in a single time window (two time-point duration), with all of the trials contributing observations from that window. Trial-based estimates were obtained separately for each of the 12 time points in the trial (5 pretarget and 7 post-target), where DFC at each time point was estimated from an order-one MVAR model in which the data at that time point were predicted from data at the previous time point. Thus, the twelve time-point estimates were derived from a total of thirteen time points in each trial.
For the between-groups analysis, DFC was estimated using a sliding window approach. In Task Group subjects, the pre-target periods of all valid, correct trials were concatenated and a window of two time-point duration was slid across such that each adjacent pair of time points (save for those spanning gaps between concatenated trials) formed an observation for model fitting. In the Rest Group, the equivalent operation was performed but by concatenating resting-state scans. This analysis was limited to the pre-target period of the task for two reasons: to set the number of observations used to estimate MVAR models to be roughly equivalent across groups, and to restrict the task-rest comparison to the portion of the task during which anticipatory attention was engaged.
ROI-to-ROI summary metrics
Both UFC and DFC were aggregated from voxel-to-voxel values to give ROI-pairwise summary metrics. For UFC, the metric was simply the average of all correlation coefficients over all voxel pairs between ROI A and ROI B, and was thus called strength per correlation, or SPC. Coefficients were Fisher z-transformed before averaging and the averages were then transformed back into r-values. Each region pair had one associated SPC value for each dimension of the data.
For DFC, we previously developed a metric called W (Tang et al. 2012) , which represented the average net DFC strength from voxels in a "sending" ROI to voxels in a "receiving" ROI. W was computed by first summating the non-zero sending coefficients to each voxel in the receiving ROI, and then averaging those sums across receiving voxels. In equation form:
where b m represents non-zero coefficients from voxels in sending ROI A to voxels in receiving ROI B, m is the number of non-zero coefficients to a receiving voxel y in B, and N is the number of voxels in B for which m ≠ 0. Because W involves averaging, it reflects both coefficient magnitudes and their signs (positive or negative). However, it is unclear which of these contributes more to its value.
To address this issue, we correlated W with a complementary second metric called the positive ratio, or PR, which was computed as the proportion of positively signed coefficients out of the total "received" non-zero coefficients by one ROI from another ROI. In equation form:
where b m represents non-zero coefficients from voxels in sending ROI A to voxels in receiving ROI B, M the total number of these coefficients, and sgn + (x) is equal to 1 when x is positive and 0 otherwise. Using ~10,000 observations of ROI-pairwise DFC, we found that W and PR correlated very closely, with r = 0.79, which corresponds to ~60% shared variance (see Supplementary Fig. 1 for corresponding scatter plot). We therefore concluded that the two
measures are largely redundant, and that W mainly reflects the balance of positive and negative coefficients associated with voxels in a receiving ROI. Because a coefficient's sign is less subject to estimation error than is its magnitude, we opted to use PR as the ROI-to-ROI DFC metric. A positive model coefficient indicates future activity in a predicted voxel as being in the same direction as the past of the predicting voxel, and thus can be interpreted as indicating potentiating influence (while a negative coefficient can be interpreted as indicating opposing influence). Thus, this metric reflected the degree to which the net influence of one ROI on another was generally potentiating. ROI-to-ROI DFC was computed in each direction between pairs of ROIs at two levels of analysis. The first level consisted of pairs of ROIs between the DAN and VOC, and the second of pairs within the DAN (i.e., between FEF and a/pIPS). Two global directions of influence could be measured at each level. Between DAN and VOC, the global top-down influence was the average DAN-to-VOC influence and vice versa for the global bottom-up influence. Within DAN, the two directed influences were simply FEF→IPS and IPS→FEF. For each level, only within-hemisphere pairs were considered in further analyses.
Statistical analysis
For the within-task analysis, repeated measures analysis of variance (ANOVA) was used to test whether UFC and DFC significantly differed according to different withinsubject factors. In multiple ANOVAs (described below), factors tested included direction of functional connection (for DFC only), ROI pair, and trial period (pre-vs. posttarget). Since the trial period factor reflected changes in attentional demands across the trial, only effects involving this factor were of interest. These repeated measures ANOVAs represented within-subject effects, and thus showed what was common to each subject after accounting for individual variability. For the between-groups analysis, mixed ANOVAs consisted of the betweensubjects factor of condition (task vs. rest) along with within-subjects factors. ANOVA was performed using the aov function in the R software environment. Because the design of the between-groups analysis was unbalanced, we also computed multi-level models analogous to the mixed ANOVAs, since these are robust to unbalanced designs. These models included subject as a random-intercept effect, and were computed using the lmer function in the lme4 package in R. These provided reassurance that effects indicated in the ANOVAs were genuine and not spurious due to the unbalanced design. When main effects or interactions were significant in the ANOVA, post-hoc t tests were performed (using the t.test function in the R software environment) to make specific comparisons between levels. The t tests used subjects as observations, and the p values were corrected for multiple comparisons by false discovery rate (using the p.adjust function in the R software environment). Finally, to quantify correspondence of resting and task-evoked patterns of DFC, Pearson correlations were computed using the cor.test function in R.
A flowchart depicting the analysis steps can be found in Supplementary Fig. 2 .
Results
Average BOLD trial time courses Figure 2 shows average trial time courses (averaged across trials, voxels, and subjects) of BOLD signals recorded during task performance from FEF, IPS (averaged across a/ pIPS), and VOC (averaged across all retinotopic subdivisions). More in-depth analyses of both trial-by-trial and average BOLD time courses from this dataset have been conducted previously (Sylvester et al. 2007 (Sylvester et al. , 2009 ). Here, they mainly illustrate characteristics of DAN and VOC task-evoked responses that serve as important context for our functional connectivity analyses.
First, following the preparatory auditory cue (the spoken word "left" or "right") there is a modest bilateral response in VOC and somewhat larger bilateral responses in both FEF and IPS, with a tendency for greater responses in the left hemisphere. These pre-target responses peak by the 4th or 5th frame (~6-8 s), whereupon they sustain in characteristic fashion in FEF and IPS (Corbetta and Shulman 2002) , but decay toward baseline in VOC, and likely reflect mainly the endogenous processes of shifting and maintaining attention in anticipation of the target and the required motor response. Crucially, the timing of the peaks suggests that this anticipatory process becomes established well before target onset.
Second, following the presentation of the visual stimulus (indicated by the dashed line in Fig. 2 )-which always consists of two stimuli, one in each of the left and right hemifields, and in which the target is indicated by a second auditory report cue (also the spoken word "left" or "right")-there are robust bilateral responses in all regions, which peak at a similar latency as the pre-target responses. These post-target responses likely reflect a mixture of visual stimulation, perceptual discrimination of the target, and attentional modulation, and, particularly in FEF and IPS, may additionally reflect motor response execution. Crucially, these responses decay to baseline by the end of the trial and therefore do not contaminate subsequent pre-target activity. (1) bilateral pre-target responses follow the preparatory cue and peak well before visual target/report cue onset (dashed line), and sustain in FEF and IPS while decaying in VOC, and (2) bilateral post-target responses to the visual stimulus/report cue peak at a similar latency as do pre-target responses, and decay to baseline before the beginning of the subsequent trial, ensuring that pre-target endogenous activity is uncontaminated. Note that by virtue of being averages, these time courses obscure variability across voxels, trials, and subjects, and thus give merely a coarse overview of the response characteristics of the two trial periods, with minimal insight into finer connectivity patterns throughout the trial
Resting versus task-evoked DFC and UFC
To assess the relationship between resting and task-evoked functional connectivity, we compared DFC and UFC between task and rest conditions, restricting the focus on the task to the pre-target period when functional connectivity reflected predominantly endogenous modulations underlying anticipatory attention. For DFC, we employed threeway mixed-design ANOVAs with one between-subjects factor of condition (task vs. rest) and two within-subjects factors: direction of influence (defined as above for each level) and either hemisphere (averaging across ROI pairs) or pair (within-hemisphere ROI pairs, averaging across hemispheres). For UFC, we ran analogous ANOVAs but without the direction factor. Because the condition factor was unbalanced, we also computed analogous multi-level models, which are robust to unbalanced designs. These produced consistent results (see Supplementary Tables  S1-S6 ). Assessing FC between ROI pairs allowed for the comparison of resting and task-evoked network interactions. Assessing FC between hemispheres allowed identification of condition-specific hemispheric differences. Figure 3 shows the relationship between resting and anticipatory attention-related patterns of global (i.e., averaged across ROI pairs) DFC and UFC both between the DAN and VOC and within the DAN. Between DAN and VOC, DFC was directionally asymmetric. Top-down DAN→VOC influence was greater than bottom-up both during the task and at rest in both hemispheres, as indicated by a significant main effect of direction [F(1,27) = 77.99, p < 0.0001, η 2 = 0.16]. During the task, there was not only greater average global-directed influence relative to rest, as indicated by a significant main effect of condition [F(1,27) = 15.43, p < 0.001, η 2 = 0.04], but also an enhanced directional asymmetry, as indicated by a significant interaction between condition and direction [F(1,27) = 9.50, p = 0.005, η 2 = 0.02]. Post-hoc t tests showed this enhancement to consist in greater top-down DFC during the task [t(8.47) = 5.06, p = 0.016, r = 0.74] with no task-rest difference in bottom-up DFC [t(9.82) = 1.14, p = 0.282 fdr corrected, r = 0.22] (Fig. 3a, right panel) . Thus, our results are consistent with and confirmatory for the role of topdown DAN→VOC influence in anticipatory attention while also suggesting that such top-down influence may to some extent manifest at rest.
Resting and task-evoked global DFC and UFC patterns
While the directional asymmetry and its task-related enhancement pertained to both hemispheres, a significant main effect of hemisphere [F(1,27) = 8.79, p = 0.006, η 2 = 0.03] indicated a right hemisphere (RH)-dominant hemispheric asymmetry in mean bidirectional influence. As with the directional asymmetry, this hemispheric asymmetry pertained to both rest and task conditions. However, a nearly significant three-way interaction of condition, Fig. 3 Global within-hemisphere DFC and UFC in rest and task conditions, averaged across subjects, and shown for each hemisphere as well as averaged across hemispheres. Significant directional asymmetries were present in both conditions, both between the DAN and VOC (bilaterally) (a) and within the DAN (RH) (c). However, top-down DAN→VOC-but not bottom-up-influence was significantly enhanced in both hemispheres during the task relative to rest (a), while bidirectional FEF↔IPS influences were enhanced specifically in the LH, balancing a resting RH-dominant asymmetry (c). Both UFC between the DAN and VOC (b) and within the DAN (d) indicated similar taskrelated balancing
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direction, and hemisphere [F(1,27) = 4.00, p = 0.056, η 2 = 0.01] suggested that directionally specific hemispheric asymmetries differed between rest and task conditions (Fig. 3a, left, middle panels) . Indeed, post-hoc t-tests showed that during rest, top-down DFC was mildly greater in the RH than left hemisphere (LH) [t(22) = 2.46, p = 0.045 fdr corrected, r = 0.30], but not during the task, while conversely bottom-up DFC was greater in the RH than LH during the task [t(5) = 4.15, p = 0.009 fdr corrected, r = 0.68] but not during rest. Thus, the general RH-dominant asymmetry indicated by the main effect likely reflected these direction-and condition-specific asymmetries.
While the UFC measure of DAN-VOC interaction was consistent with DFC in that it was elevated during the task relative to rest, this condition difference was not significant (Fig. 3b, right panel) . However, the interaction between condition and hemisphere was significant [F(1,27) = 11.8, p = 0.002, η 2 = 0.02]. As Fig. 3b (left, middle panels) suggests, this interaction reflected a resting RH-dominant asymmetry that became balanced during the task. While post-hoc t tests confirmed the resting asymmetry [Rest, RH vs. LH: t(22) = 7.77, p < 0.001 fdr corrected, r = 0.31; Task, RH vs. LH: t(5) = 0.36, p = 0.73 fdr corrected, r = 0.06], they did not, however, show significant task-rest differences in either hemisphere. Thus while DAN-VOC UFC appeared generally consistent with DFC, particularly with the top-down pattern, it appeared less sensitive in revealing attention-related enhancements of DAN-VOC interaction.
Within the DAN, effects similar to those observed between the DAN and VOC manifested for both DFC (Fig. 3c) and UFC (Fig. 3d) . For DFC, these included a significant main effect of direction [F(1,27 (Fig. 3c , left, middle panels). Thus, as Fig. 3c shows, the taskrelated enhancement of bidirectional DFC appeared to pertain exclusively to the LH, while in the RH bidirectional DFC remained largely unchanged. Figure 3c also suggests that the directional asymmetry indicated by the main effect of direction pertains more to the RH than LH (left, middle panels). Though the interaction between direction and hemisphere was not significant, it was near threshold, indeed suggesting a tendency for FEF→IPS dominance to occur to a larger degree in the RH than the LH, and to do so across both rest and task conditions. Finally, UFC within the DAN mirrored DFC quite closely. As with DFC, there were significant main effects of both condition [F(1,27 It is important to note here that, with respect to DFC, the differences between the task and rest groups could potentially have reflected differences in the degree of model selection between the two conditions, rather than true physiological differences. This possibility was tested via a between-groups ANOVA comparing the severity of the constraint on the rows of the MVAR models-given by the regularization parameter, λ-[see Undirected and Directed Functional Connectivity Analyses above and (Tang et al. 2012) ] across the two conditions. This test showed no significant difference in the severity of constraint across the two conditions [F(1,25) = 0.604, p > 0.4]. Thus, the differences in DFC between the two groups did not reflect differences in the model selection procedure, but rather reflected true physiological differences.
In summary, both between the DAN and VOC and within the DAN, task engagement induced enhanced interregional functional interactions relative to rest. Between the DAN and VOC, this enhancement was largely specific to the top-down direction and was prominent in both hemispheres, but was slightly greater in the LH, thus acting to balance a resting RH-dominant asymmetry of top-down DFC. Within the DAN, task-related enhancement was bidirectional and specific to the LH, which had the effect of balancing a strong resting RHdominant asymmetry in bidirectional influence between FEF and IPS. Finally, DFC was intrinsically directionally asymmetric, with top-down DAN→VOC and FEF→IPS predominating at rest, suggesting that resting global influence patterns may predispose those evoked by the task.
Resting and task-evoked cortical spatial patterns of DFC and UFC
Whereas Fig. 3 shows global DFC and UFC averaged across ROI pairs, Figs. 4 and 5 show finer spatial patterns of DFC and UFC between the DAN and VOC and their variation between rest and task. Figure 4a illustrates that for the top-down direction, the ROI-pairwise top-down influence pattern is highly consistent across conditions, and thus that the above-noted task-related enhancement of directional asymmetry did not strongly favor particular ROI pairs. A near-threshold but non-significant three-way interaction in a mixed condition X direction X pair ANOVA [F(17,459) = 1.17, p > 0.05] reflected this consistency across conditions. Figure 5a illustrates this consistency further, showing a high positive correlation [ r = 0.76, p < 0.001] of top-down DFC across task and rest conditions. The enhancement of global top-down influence during the task (discussed above) is apparent here as the translation of the regression line is upward from the diagonal.
Despite this consistency between resting and taskevoked influence patterns, Figs. 4a and 5a suggest a stronger task enhancement of directional asymmetry for FEF-VOC than IPS-VOC pairs (greater upward shift in both Figs. 4a, 5a for FEF-VOC pairs). This may have driven the near-threshold three-way interaction noted above. We tested this possibility by aggregating ROIpair DFC by DAN ROI to produce a coarse spatial factor with two levels (i.e., FEF-VOC, IPS-VOC) and running a three-way mixed ANOVA with condition and direction as the other factors. The three-way interaction also showed a trend toward significance. Thus, if enhancement of top-down influence is preferential for the FEF-VOC A B Fig. 4 Resting and task-evoked cortical spatial patterns of DFC (a) and UFC (b) across DAN-VOC ROI pairs, shown separately for LH, RH, and averaged across hemispheres (AVG). a The patterns of topdown DFC are remarkably similar across conditions, reflecting global task-related elevation, though they suggest greater task-related elevation for FEF→VOC than IPS→VOC DFC. Bottom-up DFC patterns are also similar across conditions, but differ notably in VP→DAN DFC. b UFC patterns are less similar across conditions than are DFC patterns, and suggest greater task-related elevation of IPS-VOC than FEF-VOC UFC. In both a, b a bias in connectivity toward ventral VOC manifests in both conditions component of DAN-VOC DFC, this effect may be weak, thus requiring greater statistical power to detect. Figure 4a also suggests a bias in top-down influence from FEF toward ventral retinotopic VOC ROIs-note the zig-zag pattern, which arises due to the alternation of ventral and dorsal ROIs (excepting V4, which was not retinotopically subdivided). Surprisingly, this bias appeared to manifest not only during the task, as would be expected since covert attention was always directed toward the upper visual field, but also at rest, where though fixation was always central the covert attention was not constrained. We tested for a condition difference in top-down retinotopic bias by creating another coarse spatial factor of retinotopic subregion (aggregated dorsal vs. ventral VOC ROIs, excluding V4), and running a three-way ANOVA with condition and DAN ROI (FEF, IPS) as the other factors. A nonsignificant three-way interaction, together with a significant main effect of retinotopic subregion [F(1,27) = 11.72, p = 0.002, η 2 = 0.03] and a significant two-way interaction of DAN ROI with retinotopic subregion [F(1,27) = 9.437, p = 0.005, η 2 = 0.01], reflected the shared ventral bias in top-down influence from FEF across conditions suggested by Fig. 4a . Figure 5b shows that, as with the top-down direction, the bottom-up influence was positively correlated between conditions [ r = 0.47, p = 0.049], suggesting a similar preservation of influence pattern. In contrast to the top-down correlation, here many ROI pairs clustered around the diagonal, consistent with the absence of global modulation in bottom-up influence noted above. However, bottom-up influence from two ROI pairs-FEF-VP and IPS-VPnoticeably diverged from this pattern, moving in the negative direction during the task relative to rest, as is apparent in both Figs. 4b and 5b. This likely weakened the correlation across conditions, and additionally may have combined with greater FEF-VOC top-down DFC to drive the nearthreshold three-way interaction from the condition X direction X pair ANOVA.
For the equivalent comparison of UFC (Figs. 4b,  5c ), a two-way mixed ANOVA with condition and pair as factors yielded a significant two-way interaction [F(17,459) = 2.12, p = 0.006, η 2 = 0.02]. This suggested that, in contrast to DFC, UFC did change significantly more for some ROI pairs than others across conditions. A lower correlation of DAN-VOC UFC across rest and task conditions [ r = 0.39, p = 0.52] also supported this interpretation (Fig. 5c ). Despite these indications, post-hoc t tests comparing UFC during task vs. rest for each ROI pair did not reveal any significant differences (p > 0.05, fdr corrected). However, three ROI pairs did show large effects of taskenhanced UFC: IPS-V1v ( r = 0.50), IPS-V2v ( r = 0.49), and IPS-VP ( r = 0.42). Figure 5c similarly suggests a generally greater task enhancement (greater upward shift) of UFC for IPS-VOC than FEF-VOC pairs. The significant ANOVA interaction is thus consistent with these effects. Interestingly, this contrasted with the DFC pattern, which suggested greater FEF→VOC than IPS→VOC influence during anticipatory attention.
As with DFC, Fig. 4b illustrates a similar bias in UFC toward ventral retinotopic VOC in both conditions, only here this appeared to manifest for both DAN ROIs. We ran the same ANOVA as on DFC above (condition X DAN ROI X retinotopic subregion) to test for condition differences in this bias for UFC. Again, while the three-way interaction was not significant, the main effect of retinotopic subregion was [F(1,27) = 27.59, p < 0.001, η 2 = 0.03], and in addition there was a near-threshold effect for the two-way interaction of condition and retinotopic subregion. Together, these results reflected the same shared across-condition bias toward ventral VOC as above, but further suggested a possible mild task enhancement of this bias for UFC, which is consistent with the large-effect t tests noted above, each of which involved ventral VOC ROIs.
In summary, overall the comparisons of cortical spatial patterns of DFC and UFC across conditions were more remarkable for similarities than differences, suggesting that resting patterns-including retinotopic biases-were largely preserved during anticipatory attention.
Potential confound of scanner performance over time
One confound that could potentially have contributed to task-rest differences is that, while approximately half of the Rest Group (n = 12) were recorded during the same time period as the task subjects, the remaining half (n = 11) were recorded two years later, and as such scanner performance changes could have arisen over time and manifested as group differences in functional connectivity. To rule out this possibility, we divided the Rest Group into early (n = 12) and late (n = 11) subgroups, and compared them using similar mixed ANOVAs as were used to compare the task and rest groups, but replacing the 'condition' factor. That is, for UFC we ran ANOVAs with time period (early vs. late) as a between-subjects factor and hemisphere as a within-subjects factor; for DFC we ran the same ANOVAs but with the additional within-subjects factor of direction. F(1,21) = 0.114, p > 0.7; time-period X direction X hemisphere: F(1,21) = 3.132, p > 0.1]; thus, while there may have been an upward shift in the mean PR level in the late relative to the early group, the relationships between the two directions (top-down and bottom-up) and hemispheres did not differ between the two groups.
These results suggest that while there may have been an upward shift in the mean PR level in the late relative to the early group, the relationships between the two directions (top-down and bottom-up) and hemispheres did not differ between the two groups. Thus, the main result of a greater directional asymmetry due to elevated top-down DFC during the task relative to rest does not appear to depend on whether resting subjects were scanned contemporaneously with the task group or later on. To confirm this finally, we ran the same task-rest ANOVAs (condition X direction X hemisphere) but separately including only the early or only the late group of resting subjects. For each subgroup's ANOVA, the pattern of results was the same, where the condition X direction interaction was significant [early: F(1,16) = 9.047, p = 0.008; late: F(1,15) = 5.307, p = 0.036], and reflected elevated top-down in the task relative to rest but similar levels of bottom-up DFC between task and rest. Thus, we conclude that a confound of scanner performance due to the time period of the resting scans did not influence the main findings.
Within-task analysis of DFC and UFC
Task-evoked DFC and UFC patterns across-trial periods
In addition to the task-rest comparison, we also compared DAN-VOC and within-DAN functional connectivity patterns across the two target periods of the trial (pre-and post-target). For DFC, we computed three-way repeated measures ANOVAs with direction, trial period, and ROI pair as factors. For UFC, we ran analogous two-way ANOVAs without the direction factor. To assess functional connectivity patterns underlying anticipatory attention, we focused primarily on comparisons between the pre-and post-target periods of the trial. Figure 6 shows whole-trial time courses of both DFC and UFC between the DAN and VOC and within the DAN. Between the DAN and VOC, the strong top-down dominant directional asymmetry reported above, which here manifested as a significant main effect of direction [F(1,5) = 61.65, p < 0.001, η 2 = 0.48], persisted across the entire trial (Fig. 6a) . However, this asymmetry became enhanced following the appearance of the target, as reflected by an interaction between direction and period [F(1,5) = 26.27, p = 0.004, η 2 = 0.007]. Post-hoc t tests comparing mean pre-and post-target DFC revealed higher bottom-up VOC→DAN influence during the pre-target period [t(5) = 4.75, p < 0.05 fdr corrected, r = 0.48] with no change in top-down across the trial [t(5) = 0.13, p = 0.90 fdr corrected, r = 0.002]. Thus, predominant top-down influence from the DAN to VOC was not specific to the anticipatory pre-target period, but was a stable presence across the whole trial. In contrast, the higher proportion of positive bottom-up DFC in the pre-relative to post-target period suggested transient elevated information flow from VOC to the DAN during anticipatory attention.
In addition to these global directional effects, there was also a significant pair by period interaction [F(26,130) = 2.58, p < 0.001, η 2 = 0.008], indicating that mutual influence changed across the trial more for some ROI pairs than others. However, post-hoc paired t tests on pre vs. post average DFC did not show significance for any ROI pair after correction (p > 0.05). Three ROI pairs did show large effects-aIPS-V3Av ( r = 0.55), FEF-VP ( r = 0.46), and FEF-V3 ( r = 0.39)-wherein each mutual influence between the pair members was greater during the pre-target period, suggesting stronger coupling in response to attentional demands.
Within the DAN, the FEF→IPS dominant asymmetry also persisted across the entire trial, as reflected by a main effect of direction [F(1,5) = 8.98, p = 0.030, η 2 = 0.45] (Fig. 6c) . However, there was also a significant main effect of period [F(1,5) = 7.93, p = 0.037, η 2 = 0.01], underlying which was greater average bidirectional influence during the pre-relative to the post-target period. From Fig. 6c , this change in average FEF↔IPS influence appeared due in large part to a downward shift in the IPS→FEF direction following the appearance of the target, which may also have driven a near-threshold interaction of direction and period [F(1,5) = 4.19, p = 0.096, η 2 = 0.006]. Thus, while the directional asymmetry appeared stable across the trial, mutual influence between FEF and IPS was elevated during the pre-relative to the post-target period, possibly due in larger part to elevated pre-target IPS→FEF influence.
In contrast to the DFC results, for UFC, the two-way interaction of pair and period was significant between the DAN and VOC [F(26,130) = 2.14, p = 0.003, η 2 = 0.002], indicating that across-trial changes in UFC were specific to certain DAN-VOC pairs. However, post-hoc paired t tests of pre-vs. post-target UFC failed to reach significance for any ROI pair (p > 0.05 for all pairs, fdr corrected), and there were also no strong effects, suggesting that any such changes were not robust. Moreover, the main effect of period was not significant for either the DAN-VOC or within-DAN tests, which indicated across-trial stability in their respective coupling. While this is consistent with topdown DAN→VOC DFC, DFC measures appeared to have better captured across-trial changes in global relationships within the DAN.
Effect of cue direction on contralateral versus ipsilateral DFC and UFC
Spatial selectivity of DAN and VOC anticipatory BOLD responses, in which greater activity manifests in the hemisphere contralateral than ipsilateral to the cued visual hemifield, has been shown previously (Sylvester et al. 2007 (Sylvester et al. , 2009 ). We therefore investigated whether such selectivity similarly occurs in DFC and/or UFC between the DAN and VOC or within the DAN. Because we measured DFC and UFC separately for right-and left-cued trials, we were able to create a laterality factor indicating whether measured connectivity occurred in response to an ipsilateral or contralateral attention shift. We then ran repeated measures ANOVAs on DAN-VOC or within-DAN DFC/UFC, with laterality, pair, and direction (DFC only) as factors, restricting the analysis to pre-target connectivity only. We did not find any significant effects involving laterality, suggesting that our DFC and UFC measures did not reflect spatial selectivity in the contralateral vs. ipsilateral sense. 
Discussion
We measured both UFC and DFC within the DAN and between the DAN and VOC in subjects engaged in an anticipatory attention task and in subjects at rest. Our results demonstrate that, relative to rest, goal-directed attention enhanced interregional interactions, particularly for topdown influences from DAN to VOC and bidirectionally within the DAN. Counter to the RH-dominant asymmetry observed at rest, this enhancement generally favored the LH, most strikingly within the DAN, resulting in more balanced intrahemispheric connectivity strength across the hemispheres. Whereas this enhancement largely indicated long-timescale, tonic reconfiguration of resting organization spanning the entire task, within-trial fluctuation of bidirectional within-DAN and bottom-up VOC→DAN influences indicated short-timescale, phasic responses to changes in attentional demand. Both spatial patterns of connectivity and directional asymmetries corresponded closely between rest and task, suggesting a predisposing role of resting with respect to task-related directed functional organization.
Task-rest differences indicate tonic modulations of resting connectivity
The hypothesized role for the DAN in goal-driven attention has long centered on its putative top-down influence on sensory cortex (Corbetta and Shulman 2002) . In demonstrating enhanced DAN→VOC DFC in the task relative to rest, our results strongly reinforce such influence as crucial, extending our previous findings (Bressler et al. 2008) and echoing others' (Vossel et al. 2012) . Our findings are particularly consistent with those of Spadone et al. (2015) , who also found task-induced, selective enhancement of top-down influence relative to rest. However, our results offer additional insight by demonstrating that this enhancement: (i) occurs in the absence of visual stimulation and thus reflects an endogenous, anticipatory process, and (ii) remains stable across the trial's anticipatory and passive fixation periods, which suggests that top-down modulation is a tonic process operating on the timescale of the entire task. Here, we are consistent with (Ozaki 2011) , who, using a similar task and method, also reported across-trial stability in top-down influence, as well as with other reports of prolonged task-related functional connectivity between prefrontal and visual cortex (Zanto et al. 2011; Chadick and Gazzaley 2011) . The similar stable nature of UFC and top-down DFC in our results suggests that functional connectivity between frontoparietal and visual cortex reflects mainly top-down processes.
As with top-down DFC, task engagement enhanced DFC bidirectionally within the DAN relative to rest, again consistent with Spadone et al. (2015) . However, our results show this effect to be highly selective for the LH for both DFC and UFC, effectively balancing a strong RH-dominant resting asymmetry of FEF-IPS coupling. By contrast, topdown DAN→VOC influence was only mildly RH-dominant at rest, and thus showed a smaller balancing effect. As with top-down enhancement, the balancing effect was also tonic. These tonic effects may reflect the active maintenance of task-related cognitive processes known as task set (Sakai 2008) , which may be a reconfiguration of resting organization sustained throughout the task.
Given that DAN-VOC UFC followed the within-DAN pattern, our results indicate a RH-dominant asymmetry in resting connectivity that becomes symmetric during task execution. Recent reports have found similar RH-dominant resting connectivity between frontal regions (Medvedev 2014) , and within both the DAN and the ventral attention network (VAN) (Wang et al. 2014a ). The VAN is known to be right lateralized both functionally (Corbetta et al. 2008; Corbetta and Shulman 2011; Vossel et al. 2012 ) and anatomically in regard to its underlying white matter connectivity (De Schotten et al. 2011) , and to exert influence on the DAN during stimulus-driven re-orienting. Thus, the asymmetry we report here could indirectly reflect spontaneous modulation of the DAN from the RH-lateralized VAN. More generally, these network-specific effects may be manifestations of a recently reported tendency for the RH as a whole to be more bilaterally integrative compared to the LH (Gotts et al. 2013) .
To our knowledge, the effects of task engagement on resting hemispheric asymmetries of UFC/DFC have not been systematically explored. Though some have reported symmetrical attention-related activation within the DAN (Shulman et al. 2010) , possibly due to larger LH than RH activations that may balance a RH-dominant asymmetry (Szczepanski et al. 2010) , the ROIs used in these studies were not topographically defined. More recent studies utilizing topographically mapped ROIs have shown greater spatial representation in the RH than LH in visual shortterm memory (Sheremata et al. 2010 ) and attention (Sheremata and Silver 2015; Rosen et al. 2015) , suggesting taskrelated RH-dominance. However, these asymmetries were of activation, not functional connectivity; it is possible that activation manifests these task-related asymmetries while connectivity does not. It should finally be noted that the balancing we report may be a result of the uniform righthandedness of our task subjects, as well as the use of a linguistic auditory cue, both of which certainly engaged the LH during motor preparation and cue processing, and may have engendered greater LH UFC/DFC. However, the question remains of why resting DAN connectivity is RH-dominant, and how this asymmetry impinges upon task-related connectivity. Thus, further research into this relationship is warranted, especially in relation to spatial neglect, whose greater incidence following RH damage may be explained by RH-dominance in attention systems.
Phasic modulation of resting influence patterns may facilitate anticipatory attention
In contrast to top-down effects, bidirectional FEF↔IPS influence was elevated during the pre-target period relative to the ITI, implicating heightened within-DAN influence as instrumental to attentional control. This refines our previous report of unidirectional FEF→IPS dominant influence as key (Bressler et al. 2008 ) (this was both sustained across the trial and during rest), but runs contrary to others. Our finding that FEF→IPS influence was dominant at rest is at odds with (Ozaki 2011) , who found it to be specifically evoked by anticipatory attention. Also, (Vossel et al. 2012) found only IPS→FEF influences to be modulated by attention (though see our Fig. 6c ). While these discrepancies may reflect methodological differences, they may indicate that bidirectional-rather than solely unidirectional-frontoparietal influence is of true importance. This is implied by findings from electrophysiology of frontoparietal oscillatory synchronization during attention and other cognitive tasks (Buschman and Miller 2007; Siegel et al. 2008; Daitch et al. 2013) . Given these discrepancies however, further research into directed frontoparietal influences underlying attention and cognition is needed.
Paralleling the phasic FEF↔IPS effect was a similar pre-target, phasic elevation of bottom-up VOC→DAN influence. Such enhanced bottom-up influence has been reported during visual perception (Wang et al. 2013; Dentico et al. 2014 ), but to our knowledge has not been associated with stimulus-independent anticipatory attention. This enhancement could reflect greater transmission fidelity from VOC to the frontoparietal areas that relaxes once the target stimulus disappears, a notion consistent with the putative gain enhancement of visual neurons thought to be driven by stimulus-independent, top-down influence. Independent of this speculation, these phasic effects indicate that increases in attentional demand drove greater integration between DAN and VOC components, consistent with the notion that cognitive demand induces greater integration among distributed regions via strengthening of longrange connectivity (Varela et al. 2001; Kitzbichler et al. 2011; Giessing et al. 2013; Cohen et al. 2014 ).
Resting influences provide context for task-evoked influences
The relevance of spontaneous activity for task-related activity has long been appreciated (Arieli et al. 1996) , but has become more widely acknowledged through large-scale resting-state functional connectivity studies (Raichle 2009 (Raichle , 2010 . Our results further this notion by finding a high correlation between resting and taskrelated patterns of DAN-VOC DFC, as well as the presence of resting directional asymmetries more often associated with attention (Bressler et al. 2008; Vossel et al. 2012) . Echoing recent studies purporting to show a core functional connectivity architecture that remains stable across rest and many task domains (Cole et al. 2014; Krienen et al. 2014) , this tight task-rest correspondence may reflect not only common anatomical and physiological constraints, but also the Hebbian shaping of resting by task-related network interactions (Lewis et al. 2009; Tambini et al. 2010; Sadaghiani and Kleinschmidt 2013) . This may afford a prospective functional role for resting organization which enables minimal and efficient reconfiguration for task execution, thus constituting a cycle of mutual task-rest shaping.
Surprisingly, this task-rest correspondence applied to the retinotopic relationship between DAN and VOC, where a bias toward ventral regions manifested in both conditions. Because attention was always directed to the upper field, such a bias is expected during the task, but its presence in resting connectivity is more difficult to explain. While previous studies have shown topographic correspondence between IPS and visual cortex in anatomical white matter connectivity (Greenberg et al. 2012 ) and task-related functional connectivity (Lauritzen et al. 2009) , and more recent studies have begun to show retinotopically determined intrinsic functional connectivity patterns within visual cortex (Gravel et al. 2014; Raemaekers et al. 2014) , to our knowledge such retinotopic relationships have not been demonstrated to occur in resting connectivity between frontoparietal and visual cortex. One intriguing possibility for the presently observed bias is that it reflects a perceptual bias that occurs in healthy individuals known as pseudoneglect (Jewell and McCourt 2000) . Although pseudoneglect is most commonly known as a bias toward left space in visuospatial judgment tasks (and is thus thought to reflect RH-dominance), a similar bias toward upper visual space, known as vertical pseudoneglect, has been described (Fink et al. 2001; Heber et al. 2010 ). Thus, it may be speculated that the resting ventral bias observed here, especially in top-down FEF→VOC DFC, underlies vertical pseudoneglect, and that because attention was always directed toward the upper field in the task, an elevation of top-down influence with no adjustment of this bias was sufficient for task performance. The obvious test of this hypothesis would be to direct attention toward the lower field. Regardless of this speculation, the preservation of retinotopic connectivity across conditions is consistent with the notion of mutual shaping of resting and task-related connectivity and influence patterns.
Attention and cognitive control
The voluntary control of visuospatial attention can be seen as a special case of the larger capability of cognitive control (Miller and Cohen 2001) , the hallmark of which is flexible reconfiguration of cognitive processes in accordance with changing goals. Indeed, our results echo a set of mechanisms associated with cognitive control: top-down influence from frontoparietal to sensory cortex, frontoparietal interaction, and increased integration of cognitive networks. Our results further hint at a potentially larger role for FEF than IPS in top-down influence on VOC (Figs. 4a,  5a ), echoing Spadone et al. (2015) findings. Taken with our finding that FEF→IPS influence was consistently dominant, this may reflect prefrontal cortex, of which FEF is a part (Passingham and Wise 2012) , being the chief facilitator of cognitive control. Other reports that parietal cortex facilitates this control (Esterman et al. 2009 ) may reflect frontal-to-parietal influences. Overall, our results are consistent with the larger theme that interactions within frontoparietal networks, and between these networks and sensory cortex, are essential for cognitive control (Gerlach et al. 2014 ).
Comparing UFC and DFC measures
While the vast majority of functional connectivity studies have relied upon correlation of BOLD time series (i.e., UFC), our results serve to illustrate the additional insight made possible by incorporating DFC measures. Perhaps obviously, the use of DFC is necessary to test specific hypotheses regarding directed influence, as it served here to demonstrate, for example, elevated task-related top-down DAN→VOC influence relative to rest. Over and above this benefit, however, our results suggest that DFC may in addition be more sensitive than UFC in revealing modulations of functional connectivity crucial for cognition. For example, though both UFC and DFC between the DAN and VOC were consistent with each other in being elevated during the task, this elevation was significant only for DFC (Fig. 3a, b) . Similarly, where UFC suggested no significant changes in either DAN-VOC or within-DAN connectivity across the trial, DFC showed that bottom-up VOC→DAN as well as bidirectional FEF↔IPS influence are significantly enhanced during the anticipatory interval of the task, and thus may crucially subserve anticipatory attending. These insights might have been missed if one employed only UFC measures, and thus argue for DFC as a crucial adjunct to UFC.
It should be noted that at least some of the differences between the UFC and DFC results may owe to differences in the way the measures were computed. In particular, the summary metric for UFC consisted of the simple average of correlation coefficients across all voxel pairs between each ROI pair (SPC), while that for DFC consisted of a weighted ratio of regression coefficients (PR). Furthermore, where correlation coefficients for voxelwise UFC were computed for each voxel pair independently, regression coefficients for voxelwise DFC were estimated conditionally on all others in the MVAR model. Thus, direct comparisons between UFC and DFC are complicated by these differences, and should be made with caution. However, the fact that both measures tend to reveal highly similar patterns (e.g., in particular, Fig. 3c, d) suggests they are by no means incommensurable. This should provide reassurance that, despite the departures from the more commonly used UFC, the DFC measure used here captures the same general connectivity phenomena as does UFC. Indeed, the additional sensitivity afforded by DFC noted above likely owes in part to its basis in conditionalized coefficient estimates, one of the main advantages of the MVAR approach (Tang et al. 2012) .
Limitations
There are some limitations of note in this study. First, due to the large number of trials required for the withintask analysis, and hence long scanning time required from each task subject, the sample size in the task group was relatively small, particularly with respect to the rest group. Effects that were near statistical threshold may reflect a lack of statistical power due to this small sample size. In addition, the resultant unbalanced design poses potential problems for the mixed ANOVAs in the between-groups analysis. While this calls for some caution in interpreting the between-groups results, we provide reassurance that the task-rest differences indicated therein are genuine by computing analogous multi-level models-which are robust to unbalanced designs-as checks on the mixed ANOVAS. The results are highly consistent between the two model types (see supplementary Tables S1-S6 ). Therefore, we are confident that the main task-rest differences and similarities indicated by the ANOVAs are true.
Second, whereas previous studies have found that BOLD activations in DAN and VOC regions show spatial selectivity, being greater in amplitude for contralateral than ipsilateral attention (Sylvester et al. 2007 (Sylvester et al. , 2009 ), we did not find such selectivity in our connectivity measures. One possibility is that the amplitude differences reflecting spatial selectivity do not necessarily translate into differences in connectivity strength. For example, even if both DAN and VOC respond more weakly to ipsilateral orienting, their BOLD signals could remain tightly coupled, which could result in similar connectivity estimates as for when they both respond more strongly to contralateral orienting. Thus, the question of an optimal measure for spatially selective UFC and/or DFC remains an area for future inquiry.
Third, it is well-known that lag-based approaches for estimating DFC from BOLD data, such as the MVAR approach used here, have been the subject of controversy. Specifically, they appear on theoretical grounds to be susceptible to non-neural physiological confounds-namely variability in the hemodynamic response across regions and subjects (Handwerker et al. 2012) , and vascular structure that dictates direction of blood flow (Webb et al. 2013 )-that could cause inaccurate or even directionally reversed estimates of directed influence. Some simulation studies have appeared to confirm this proposed unsuitability. In a prominent example, Smith et al. (2011) assessed the accuracy of several different approaches for measuring both UFC and DFC from simulated BOLD data generated from a known 'ground-truth' network architecture, and found that lag-based measures performed relatively poor in recovering the known connectivity, arguing against their utility. However, Smith et al. did not include an explicit neuronal lag between simulated regions, and other simulation studies both prior and subsequent in which such lags were incorporated showed lag-based measures to perform relatively well (Roebroeck et al. 2005; Deshpande and Hu 2012; Wang et al. 2014b) .
The discrepancies between these simulations underscore the larger point that, while useful, simulations are only as valid as the assumptions on which they are built, and thus cannot be taken as singularly definitive (Deshpande and Hu 2012) . Understanding this, Mill et al. (Mill et al. 2016) have recently sought to validate DFC measurements using 'ground-truths' derived not from simulated data, but rather from well-established, empirically derived patterns of information flow during sensory perception vs. sensory memory. They found that lag-based Granger causality analysis on fMRI data accurately captured feedforward and feedback DFC in the appropriate contexts, thus arguing for the physiological validity of its results. The results presented in that paper are similar in that, while not supported by any explicitly known ground truth, are consistent with empirical results established using other modalities, such as microstimulation, which have demonstrated the existence and efficacy of top-down influence in visual attention (Moore and Armstrong 2003b; Moore and Fallah 2004) .
In addition, while it is certainly true that lag-based DFC can produce spurious connectivity, our approach, in which DFC estimates between individual voxel pairs are aggregated by ROI pair, may provide some robustness against this, as no single estimate at the voxel level governs the patterns at the ROI pair level.
Because the physiological confounds mentioned above are stable on a short timescale, these factors do not explain the across-trial changes in DFC that we report. However, DFC patterns that were stable across the trial or differed across task and rest conditions may partly reflect non-neural effects. Nonetheless, these task-related modulations were consistent with theories of the DAN's role in top-down attention, strongly suggesting that they reflect functional processes. Furthermore, the consistency between task-related and resting DFC patterns argues against a strong effect of hemodynamic variability, though it may partially reflect neuroanatomical (Hermundstad et al. 2013) as well as non-neural constraints.
